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Treasures of ITALY & GERMANY  

A 16 days historical and artistic journey across Europe 

  
 

 
 
 
D01: ROME  
Arrival in the morning at Rome Fiumicino Airport, meet with our roman local guide. Check in to the hotel 
and guided tour of the Città Eterna. Three thousand years old urban area among the richest of art treasures 
worldwide. The heart of ancient Rome: Foro Romano, Colosseo, Via Sacra, Campidoglio. Dinner in a typical 
roman restaurant in the quarter of Trastevere. Overnight in Rome. 
 
D02: ROME 
The whole day is dedicated to Rome, walking among its piazzas: Piazza Navona, Fontana di Trevi, the 
palaces of the Italian Government and the Rome churches. Piazza San Pietro and the Vatican City, its 
museums guarding secrets thousands of years old. Another colourful roman dinner and overnight in Rome. 
 
D03: ROME - SIENA  
Driving northward, we will exit the highway and get through the Orcia Valley (UNESCO heritage), with its 
small Tuscan hamlets and rolling hills, home of world-renowned Brunello wine. Arrival in Siena, jewel in the 
crown of Italian art from the twelfth to the thirteenth centuries. We will spend the rest of the day with our 
local guide, visiting this unforgettable city. Piazza del Campo, the place of the famous Palio horserace, and 
the Muni Palace. The Duomo is considered by some historians to be the finest of Italy. Also, the collection 
of the Duomo museum, with the works of the master painter Duccio da Buoninsegna, the old Spedale. 
Walking among the old Contrade (sienese city quarters). We will be guests of the Contrada dell’Aquila for 
dinner, with its people telling us the traditions of Palio rules. Nice walk after dinner.  
Overnight in Siena. 
 
D04: SIENA - SAN GIMIGNANO - VOLTERRA - PISA  
After continuing the visit in Siena city centre, we will be moving to two “pearls”, outstanding examples of 
medieval architecture in the surroundings of Siena on the way to Pisa: San Gimignano and its towers 
(named the New York of the Middle Age) and Volterra, former Etruscan capital, a walled city. (Interesting 
note: the city in the fifth century BC had seven kilometers of walls, while Athens, in the great era of 
Pericles, had just six). Overnight in Pisa. 
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D05: PISA - FLORENCE  
Pisa, the Tuscan city famous for its intellectual tradition, the city of Galileo Galilei and the Normale 
University. A walk in the center, then onto the Leaning Tower, the Duomo and Battistero in Piazza dei 
Miracoli. The afternoon is dedicated to Florence, capital of Tuscany. Be ready to visit the Museo degli Uffizi, 
Ponte Vecchio, Museo Accademia and the marvelous churches of the historical centre: Santa Maria del 
Fiore, Campanile di Giotto e il Battistero, Santa Maria Novella, Santa Croce. 
Dinner in local trattoria and overnight in Florence. 
 
D06: FLORENCE 
In the morning we'll set off up the hill to the famous piazzale Michelangelo and the terrace of Abbazia di 
San Miniato with its enchanting panoramic view of the entire city from across the River Arno. Then a walk 
down to the Piazza della Signoria and a visit to Palazzo Vecchio, the old headquarter of the Medici 
Government and now house to the Florentine municipality. Free afternoon with plenty of time for walking, 
shopping and enjoying the historic centre. Overnight in Florence. 
 
D07: FLORENCE - VENICE  
3 hours driving to reach the Capital of the Veneto region. We will take the ferry on the Canal Grande and 
start our stay in this magic city, with almost two entire days at our disposal to visit Piazza San Marco with 
its incredible Basilica and the marvelous Palazzo Ducale. Dinner and overnight in Venice. 
 
D08: VENICE  
All-walking day in the streets of Venice, city of the famous Carnival and Historical Boat Races. This 
incredible city is made of 118 islands tied by 150 bridges. We'll admire palazzi in several styles and will 
enjoy walking along the channels or by Gondola bordering Venice's Noble palaces, its churches, the 
Accademia Museum and the Old Jewish Ghetto. Possible excursion to the Island of Murano, capital of 
handmade glass. Overnight in Venice. 
 

D09: VENICE - FUSSEN AND SCHWANGAU CASTELS (CASTLE OF LUDWIG) - MUNICH 
We will be driving northward through the italian Dolomiti mountains area, crossing Austria and entering 
the german region of Bavaria Germany through the city of Innsbruck.  
The castle of Neuschwanstein is a symbol of the Bavaria and Germany altogether. It is the fairy tale castle 
as every girl would dream of.  The idea of its creation came from Ludwig II, “the king of fairytales” (1845-
1886). The castle is located in the south of Bavaria, near the borders with Austria, and it rules on top of its 
965m. Walt Disney got so fascinated by the beauty of Neuschwanstein that he reproduced it as the castle 
of  “Sleeping Beauty” (1959) and its replica became present in every Disney funfair park.  
Hohenschwangau was erected by the Scwhangau knights during the XII century, enriched with 
medieval details from the Tudors, and it was reconstructed in 1832, transformed with Gothic 
refinements after being bought by Maximilian II, father of Ludwig.  
The interior rooms of both castles are a hommage to the genious musician Richard Wagner. The castles are 
a hymn to both the Romanticism period and the ancient German legends.  
Fussen and Schwangau are the pretty villages nearby, holders of millenarian history with charming old 
towns and stunning locations among an impressive landscape created by a group of mountains, lakes and 
hills. Overnight in Munich. 
 

D10: MUNICH 
Munich is the main city of Bavaria and of the whole Southern Germany. Located on the banks of the river 
Isar, with a mysterious wild and romantic landscape full of lakes and forests, it has been the source of 
inspiration of the popular imagination that has handed down chivalric legends. It is a city where tradition 
and modernity blend together. In Marienplatz, the old and new city hall (Rathaus) are facing each other.  A 
tall tower of 81m dominates the main façade but the main attention is drowned by the Glockenspiel (The 
Bell Play) the biggest carillon in Germany. Nearby the Fraunkirche cathedral is the symbol of Munich with 
the twin bells and the Maximilianstraße, the main shopping road. Die Alte Pinakothek museum owns a 
large collection worth nearly the Louvre in Paris and the Uffizi in Florence (Dürer Rubens Raffaello, Giotto, 
Tiziano, Leonardo, Van Dyick). 
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The Max-Joseph-Platz  is famous for the Nationaltheater, the Residenz museum and the Royal Palace with 
130 rooms open to the public, the splendid Cuvilliés-Theater, the Schatzkammer (treasure chamber), the 
elegant Hofgarten (the Royal gardens) , the Munich Residenz, one of the biggest Royal Palaces of Europe 
lived by the Wittelsbach until 1918. The Hofbräuhaus beer pub is the most famous in the world. In every 
season, every beer lover is directed here as if in pilgrimage. Built in 1589 (and working since then) and 
located in the main historical centre, from 1852 is managed by the Bavaria government.   
Overnight in Munich. 
 
D11: MUNICH - REGENSBURG - NUREMBERG 
The origin of Regensburg dates back to 179 A.D., when, under the Emperor Marcus Aurelius, the 
fortified camp of Castra Regina was founded in front of the confluence of the Danube and Regen 
rivers. As years passed by, many events characterized this city: at the beginning of the VI century 
it became the first capital of Bavaria, and between the XII and XIII century it reached the highest  
peak of political power and economic wealth, also according to the title being given to it in 1245: 
“Free Imperial City". Walking in the old center, we will have the chance to admire the Cathedral of 
St. Peter dated 1254 (its choir was directed by Msgr. Georg Ratzinger, brother of Pope Benedict XVI) the 
church of St. Ulrich, the baroque St. Joseph built for the Carmelites in the middle of the XVII century and 
finally the beautiful Alte Kapelle, formerly the church of the court. At the beginning of the bridge is the 
famous Wurstküche, an old building where pork sausages are to be grilled, while the smoke rises up the 
chimney, flooding the surrounding area with a tasty aroma. Among the 20 towers, the tallest (and one of 
the symbols of the city) is the Goldene Turm ("golden tower"). For some shopping, it is possible to walk 
along the pedestrian streets of the old town, narrow alleyways in the medieval style.  
Nuremberg: in 1219 the Emperor Frederick II entitled the place “free city” of the empire, definition used   
until 1806. Between the XV and XVII centuries, many commercial and craftwork activities flourished: the 
processing of gold, handmade instruments, publishing. Among the many sculptors and painters of the area 
there is one who deserved the spotlight: Albrecht Dürer.  
At the end of the Second World War the Nuremberg Trials took place here, a military international trial that 
condemned many crimes of the nazi hierarchs, whom many were hanged. Overnight in Nuremberg 
 
D12: NUREMBERG - ROTHENBURG OB DER TAUBER - WUZBURG 
Among the numerous little cities in Bavaria and particularly on the Romantic Road, Rothenburg ob der 
Tauber emerges for beauty and splendor as a a jewel of medieval art. The origin of the city dates back to 
the 10th century, when the castle of the Counts of Rothenburg was built. In 1100 Rothenburg possessed a 
political, cultural and economical importance. The city flourished so positively that in 1274 its walls were 
enlarged in order to accommodate the new artisans' neighborhood. In 1945, during the Second World War, 
Rothenburg was bombed and the historical city center nearly destroyed. The complete destruction was 
avoiding only thanks to the American intervention. The reconstruction of the city began after the war and 
today it's possible to admire its beauty.  Wuzburg’s fame is due to the Majestic monumental Residenz, the 
residence of the Bishops and Princes that has been declared Unesco Heritage Site but also for the university 
and the wine production. The city began to be noticed around the VII century. In 1156, Frederick I 
Barbarossa married Beatrice of Burgundy and in 1668 he transformed the city in an independent dukedom. 
The most important church is the Cathedral of St.Kilian, a Romanesque masterpiece of the XI century. The 
area around Wuzburg is one of the most important centers of the wine production and should not be 
missed. Overnight in Wuzburg. 
 
D13: WUZBURG – BAMBERG - DRESDA 
The small city of Bamberg owns a backgroud history that dates back to centuries. The attention is 
immediately drowned to the palaces, the churches and the roads. Among the many attractions we meet 
walking sweetly in the streets, astonishing is the Böttingerhaus, considered one of the finest samples of 
aristocratic mansion of the German baroque period. The city is called “little Venice” thanks to the 
picturesque little houses along the river Regnitz that used to be the ancient fishermen's residences, 
dating back the Middle Age. In 1993 the historical city center of Bamberg has been declared Unesco 
World Heritage Site. 
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Dresda is the historical capital of the Reign of Saxony and today is still the main city of the region. Dresda 
owns a special role among the German cities: Goëthe nominated it “a magnificent place” and Herder 
defined it “the Florence of Elba” and it's with Florence (Italy) that the city has a partnership since 1978. 
The heritage of palaces, churches, squares and museums had been bombed by the Americans and the 
British in the February of 1945, the so called “bombing of Dresda” that had been one of the most 
devastating events of the Second World War with the death of more than 25000 citizens. The restoration 

works and the reconstruction of the city began straight after the war when Dresda converged into the 
DDR, the Democratic German Republic (1949-1990) and continued until nowadays bringing back to life 
the old city center to the magnificent splendor of the past when the city was the capital of the reign of 
Saxony. Among the many Opera directors of the theater, Richard Wagner operated from 1843.  
Overnight in Dresda. 
 
D14: DRESDA – MEISSEN - BERLIN 
Meissen, the cradle of Saxony, still shines of its own bright light: it is the light coming from the Meissner 
Porzellan, the Royal Porcelain that takes the name after this city, famous in the whole world for thousands 
of years. You only need to visit the factory of porcelain manufacturing or listen to the pure sound coming 
from the first porcelain carillon ever made in the world in the Frauenkirche (Church of our Lady) to praise 
the city of Meissen for its undeniable beauty. Wandering through the medieval cobbled lanes, you will 
discover unique treasures while the leaves of autumns falls or the summer light shines: the magnificent 
middle-class houses rebuilt with the characteristic red bricks roofs, the romantic inner yards, the rustic 
wineries situated in the old town. On its top, the castle Albrechtsburg dominates the city. A masterpiece of 
architectural technique that, together with the Meisser Dom, is one of the most representative 
architectonic monuments in Saxony. Leaving Dresda, arrival in Berlin and its lively experience. Overnight in 
Berlin. 
 
D15: BERLIN FULL DAY 
A young, audacious, alternative city: this is Berlin. A city under construction and a world culture and social 
life center. The city, wounded in its integrity and union with the building of the Berlin Wall, rose again from 
its ashes, as the same porphyry pavement stone has been used to create the new streets in order to never 
forget but move forward. Culture has become the tool to craft a new identity. Berlin is the city that never 
sleeps, where new artistic and cultural movements continuously begin. Memory lives through the new 
architectonical styles. From Alexanderplatz to the Brandeburg Gate, to the Island of the museums 
(MuseumInsels) to the Parliament (the Reichstag).  
Highlights: BrandeburgGate, Alexander Platz one of the most famous aggregation place in Berlin 
East, with the Fernhseh Turm, the highest building of the city (365mt high) . Judisches Museum 
Berlin and Berlin Wall Checkpoint Charlie, the famous military check point between the soviet territory and 
the American ground that leads to continue the journey to the Berlin Wall.  
Scheunenviertel: long time ago was the Jewish quarter of the city, today still has the famous Synagogue. 
Hackesche Höfe, representing one of the most astonishing examples of the architectonic style Bauhaus. 
Postdamer Platz, with the bulding of the Berlin Wall on the 13th of August 1961, the square was along the 
frontier line, cut in half and turned into no man's land.  
 
D16: BERLIN - COLOGNE (KOLN) (FLIGHT) 
Cologne is the economic, cultural and historic capital of the region Rhineland. More of the 90% of the city 
was destroyed during the Second World War. Today it has the main important university city and 
headquarters of the archbishop. The Dom of Cologne is the biggest gothic church in North Europe and is the 
holder of the relics of the Magi, according to tradition. In 1996 the Dom became a World Heritage Site and 
main important attraction as well as the symbol of the city: in 2004 it was visited by 4 million people. The 
Dom, whose official name is the Hohe Domkirche St.Peter und Maria is 157meters high, the third highest 
church in the world. Moreover, in Cologne the citizens adore taking part of the most famous and 
picturesque Carnival in Germany. It lasts a week and every citizen flow in the street dancing and drinking, 
masked along with the parade. The school is suspended for a week to celebrate the festivity that makes 
people of every age having fun. The most important day of the festivity is monday, called “the Monday of 
the Rose” – Rosenmontag.   
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A beautiful church in Cologne is Sankt Maria im Kapitol, one of the most interesting of the 12 Romanesque 
churches of the city. For centuries it was the most important church after the Dom. The Central Station of 
Cologne is the key point of the international railway system, the most western of all Germany. Here, several 
different train lines bring to Treviri, Aquisgrana, Paris, Dusseldorf, in the region of Ruhr (on the right bank of 
the Rhein river) and to Frankfurt, with the Cologne Frankfurt high speed train.  
Train to Frankfurt airport. 
 

 
The individual participation fee includes: 
- All the transfers by private bus + drive (train) 
- Hotels 3-4 stars (Double Occupancy B&B) 
- Half Board (dinner in typical restaurants or hotel) 
- English speaking professional guide, other languages as requested 
- Medical/baggage insurance 
 
It does not include: 
- Entrance charges for museums, churches or other places. 
- Single Room supplement 40€ per night. 
- Tips, beverages, or any extras 
- Supplement Full Board 340€ 
- International/domestic flights (can be provided – ask for a quotation) 
 
All dietary requirements will be catered for. 
 
 
 
 

DVT - davincitravels – www.davincitravels.com 
massimo@davincitravels.com - beatrice@davincitravels.com 

Florence - Italy - Phone +39 0571 913093 


